
I have to apologize for not sending a note earlier, but each successive Olympics seems to 
increase in complexity, media, family and friends of our teams, events and activities that USAV 
hosts, and general demands on the day and our time.  So as a wrap up here are some thoughts 
on London 2012: 
 

1) London was great---tough city to host a Games, but fabulous.  The Underground gets you 
around, the people/volunteers were terrific, the weather was abnormally mild, there is no 
end to fascinating sights, museums, historical sights, etc-----and the people speak 
something very close to what most of us speak.  

 
2) The costs were also pretty spectacular, ticket prices were absurdly high, hotel costs were 

out of sight, cabs are expensive, food was tolerable, but not a bargain, and generally this 
city presents challenges in normal times and the Games are anything but normal. 

 
3) Once again USA qualified the full complement of teams in VB and Beach (only BRA was 

able to do the same); between us and BRA we collected 7 of the 12 available medals in 
VB and Beach; 3 for the USA and 4 for BRA---no other country won more than 1!!!! 
 

4) We have set the bar pretty high for the Olympics and we need to be aware how well our 
teams did and what a true VB POWER we are in the USA or have become. 
 

5) The Olympic Tournament is very long, starts the day after opening ceremonies and ends 
on the day of closing ceremonies---16 days of pressure, training, routine, match prep, 
game plans, long travel, late nights, more pressure, and being good at the right 
time.  Lots of teams start well, others end well, few are at their peak from start to end.  

 
6) The 2 semi-final wins by our beach women pairs were just fantastic matches and great, 

great Olympic moments; Walsh/May-Treanor over the CHN pair with 2 sets at 22-20, big 
comebacks in each; and Kessy/Ross over the no. 1 seeded BRA pair in 3 sets in the rain-
-----terrific theater and superb athletic achievements.  

 
7) We are the only team that has placed 1-2 in beach since USA also did it in 1996 

 
8) The beach venue was everything it was described to be; iconic, breath taking, 

spectacular, fun, engaging, huge, right in the center of central London and absolutely "the 
place to be".  Couldn't be higher profile. 

 
9) The 3rd consecutive Gold for Walsh/May-Tranor is an achievement that is hard to 

imagine.  I believe only the CUB women's indoor team has done the same, and of course 
never on the beach.  They are just so, so good; got better and better as the event went 
on and were great when they had to be.  It's common to say we will likely not see a team 
like them again; but we will likely not see a team like them again!!!!!  

 



10) The men's beach competition was the closest ever; we had 2 pairs that were hot coming 
in; but the Olympics is played with a different rhythm and there were seemingly only close 
matches decided by 1 or 2 plays time after time.  I believe that if the event were replayed 
2 or 3 times that the 4 semi teams might change each time---it was that close.  Todd/Phil 
just had a tough match to get eliminated, as did Gibb/Rosie.  They lost to teams that they 
had success against previously and all you can say is it was one of those strange 
days.  The event was won by a GER pair over BRA, a slight upset (if there are any 
upsets on the men's side in beach), and a LATVIAN team won the bronze over 
NED.  Our beach men were great ambassadors of the sport and immensely popular at 
the venue. 

 
11) I'M SITTING HERE TYPING THIS AS THE CLOSING CEREMONIES ARE STARTING---

-very special and moving 
 

12) Our indoor teams for much of the tournament were the best teams respectively---the 
women went on to win the SILVER (our 3rd silver and 4th women's overall medal).  They 
are a terrific group and could easily have they're best days ahead.  We're losing a special 
leader/coach in Hugh McCutcheon as he heads off to his new coaching world at the U of 
Minnesota.  He leaves with a Gold and Silver medal and the respect and admiration of all 
of us at USAV and the respect of the VB world!!  He will be a tough act to follow, but he's 
put a great structure in place and it's hard to thank him enough.  Our men played, 
perhaps, their best VB of the entire quad during the pool, finished at the top of the group, 
continued our success against BRA and only lost in a long 5 setter to the eventual Gold 
medalist RUS.  The beat SRB, GER and TUN all in straight sets and Alan Knipe did a 
great job getting the team as prepared as they could be.  It was just too bad that winning 
the pool didn't lead to a slightly easier draw (the other pool was a mish-mash of up and 
down performances and a scrambled result) and we wound up against an improving ITA 
who ended our Olympic run with a 3-1 loss in the quarters, and a tie for 5th finish.  Like 
the women, the best days of this team are likely ahead, and Alan heads back to his Cal 
State Long Beach job after a terrific effort and run with the USA men.  Alan and his staff 
were great, the teams represent USAV, USA and themselves and the sport in a class 
manner---all of you should be very proud of these teams and the entire delegation of 
USAV teams indoor and beach.  

 
13) The media attention on our sport, our special performers, is just great and growing all the 

time---we were prime time, sought after, media darlings and got great coverage.  I hope 
you were able to see and enjoy the huge amount of VB and Beach VB that was shown!!! 

 
14) Our task now is to grow and take advantage of the games, our medals, the sports' 

growing popularity, coverage, etc.  We have coaches to hire, beach events to promote, 
and a vision that starts to look toward RIO 2016 almost immediately.  

 



15) There will be some special announcements coming soon, and the FIVB Congress that we 
are hosting in Anaheim later in September.  

 
16) London is almost over, the closing ceremonies is well underway and another special 

success for USAV; thanks for all each of you do to support all our collective efforts to 
"grow the game" achieve success and be the team behind the team!!  Thanks,   Doug  

 
  
Doug Beal  
Chief	  Executive	  Officer 

	  


